
us all to follow her, and the
trail turned into a live run, with
the entire pack (more or less:
how did the GM get home
before us?) simply tailing
along behind the hare. It
seems we cut out at least a
third of the original trail; since
we took 1 hr 20, this means we
should have been out for 2
hours. In the end Dissa found
his own flour, and allowed us
to resume normal business.
Well, Belcher had the wits to
suggest that the gorse smelled
delicious (it did!), which
allowed me to solve two more
checks: how pleased we were
to find Holmbury St Mary!

We drank on the Green, the
hottest day so far this year
urging on our thirst, the GM

Date 15-04-07

Hare Dissa

Venue Holmbury St Mary

On On Royal Oak
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uncouplings, but these are
rare. Again, I gather that the
hash network may well be of
use for financial purposes,
but in general hashers put
their worries about income
and expenditure - or even, in
the grander cases, how to
manage their portfolios - well
behind them. The tensions,
resentments and rivalries of
family life are forgotten on the
trail; while as for personal
appearance..... However fine
you look at 11 am, by the time
you are back to the bucket
you just look hot, dusty (or
muddy) and bothered.

In other words, the hash is
a liberation from everyday
life. In this sense at least
Dissa scored a triumph, since
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he even liberated us from
hash convention and
tradition. Typically, the
solution to a check today
meant three or four blobs of
flour and then another check.
There is usually a pattern to a
trail, which becomes
discernibly a left or right
hander; we could not work
out today’s until almost the
end. The idea of a hash is that
the pack solve the checks; the
front runners find flour, the
SCBs find ways of curtailing
the trail, and the Knitting
Circle stroll along amiably. But
today there was something
new, a Hare’s Party: more and
more, hashers gave up any
usual approach to the trail,
and just strung along with the

Hash lore hath it that no one
remembers a good trail.

Today’s was not only to be
remembered, but everyone will
have different memories, since
no two people did the same
thing....

Hmmmm. Musing idly, as
one does, on the wellsprings
of human motivation, I listed:
“Sex, money, family relations
and self-image”. Other topics
suggested themselves, such
as health or promotion; but I
was looking for the universal.
Those in good health ignore
it; even in today’s world there
are those who are not that
fazed about getting promoted.

Now, sex on the hash means
(mostly) gossip; true, we do
get hash couplings and

hare. Dissa did not wish to
follow all his own loops, turns
or twists; this became clear,
so at first a mere few, then a
fair few, and eventually all the
hashers I could see were in
the wake of the hare.

The last runner I saw at a
true check was Chastity Belt,
who had indeed a good hash.
After we reached her the
whole thing fell apart. Herr
Flick gave up and made for
home, followed by the football
clad male of the Peter-Frankie
pair from last week (since they
were in different clothes, the
GM failed to recognise them!)

Veggie Queen, another
female to have a good hash,
went far up a path with no
flour; but the hare encouraged

THREE STRIKES AND YOU’RE
ON THE NEXT CHECK

CIRCLE;DISSA PEER’S TRAIL
DISAPPEARS. ALL CHEER!

Grand Master :
BonnBugle

(Jo Avey)
01483 723746 (h)

Joint Masters:
Lightswitch
(Mo Wood)

01372  813392(h)
and

Cardiff Conversion
(Ian Jobe)

  07808 824113(m)

Religious Advisor :
Gibber

(Gerry Gurney)
 01372 386921 (h)

Clutcher’s Mate :
Short An

(Angela Squires)
01372  458892 (h)

Hash Cash :
Chunderos

(Lorraine Piercy)
01372 454907 (h)

Trail Master :
Dr Death

(Peter Fleming)
01932 853660 (h)

020 8751 7051 (w)
DapperHasherie:

Greenpeace
(Cherry Alingham)
020 8390 0302 (h)

Beer Meister:
J Arthur (Thomas)

01483 224491

Joint-Secs :
FRB

Peter Hughes
(01932 886747)

Tequil’ over
(Richard Piercy)

01372-454907(h)
onsec@surreyh3.org

 www.surreyh3.org                            

waxed caustically eloquent
over the run, Golden Balls
thought me slower than
Atalanta - now, was not that
perceptive of him! - dragged in
Tequil’Over as an impostor,
punished the retiring
Trailmaster for not setting
trails, called back the
footballer for lusting after
female flesh (sex returning to
the hash after all?) to the
visible delight of his girlfriend;
oh, I can’t remember all the
sins he punished!

A fond farewell from the
assisistant editor. It has been
a privilege and pleasure to
help produce this letter over
the last 5 years; my best
wishes to my successor!



Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

KT23 4LF
onsec@surreyh3.org

www.surreyh3.org
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1672 29-Apr Daffy Dildo

1673 06-May The Boundah Lingfield

1674 13-May Ear Trumpet &
Strumpet

Okewood Hill

1675 20-May

1676 27-May Lord Raleigh

1677 03- June Doug the Tub and
Mrs Robinson

1678 10-June Low Profile, First
On

Run 1671: AGM Run!

Date 22-04-07

Hares Cardiff,  Lightswitch

Venue Margery Lane. Again!

On On Kingswood Club

SSA

OS

Scribe
Directions:

Junction 8 of the M25. Take the A217 north, and almost at
once turn into Margery Lane. Park at the very end, and pray
(now!) that the hares find something new!

Food and drink free for members, £5 non-members, at
Kingswood Village Club.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Affix Stamp
 Here

As he filled up his order book pp
He decided “I want higher ww!”
So he struck for more pay
But alas, now, they say
He is sweeping out elephants’ cc.

She wasn’t what one would call pretty
And other girls offered her pity;
So nobody guessed
That her Wasserman test
Would involve half the men in the city.

A comely young widow named Ransom
Was ravished three times in a hansom
When she called out for more/ A voice from the floor
 Said “Lady, I’m Simpson, not Samson!”

75.   Barbie's measurements, if she were life-size,
would be 39-29-33.
76.   The human heart creates enough pressure to
squirt blood 30ft.
77.   One third of all cancers are sun related.
78.   THE MOST UNUSUAL CANNONBALL: On two
occasions, Miss 'Rita Thunderbird' remained inside
the cannon despite a lot of gunpowder
encouragement to do otherwise. She performed in
a gold lamé bikini and on one of the two occasions
her bra alone was shot across the Thames River.
79.   It has been estimated that humans use only
10% of their brain.
80.   Valentine Tapley from Pike County, Missouri
grew chin whiskers attaining a length of twelve feet
six inches from 1860 until his death in 1910,
protesting at Abraham Lincoln's election to the
presidency.


